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and here we are trying to carry that dream forward.

My dream is to see the young leaders standing as co-design a culturally responsive parenting and family support Partnership Initiative (WAUPI).

The collective result of the work of the Community Navigators is the (establishment of the) Community Empowerment regional leadership group and the steering committees is driving community and community. They are guiding the project, influencing change and with the role of carrying out authentic community engagement.

The project is establishing itself as the key platform and pilot for the future.

OPPORTUNITIES

North West Alliance contract

Providing meaningful contractual opportunities to Indigenous businesses, is a power that Woodside can increase the return to Indigenous people and communities existing from our business activities.

The Woodside Development Fund continues to take forward the process of delivering over a $300M commitment to the Indigenous communities nationally.

In 2018, Woodside has continued to direct its North West Alliance (NWA) 35% Indigenous owned joint venture (JV) into the Kimberley. The NWA boasts significant local Indigenous engagement.
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